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SUNDAY OCTOBER 26 
More speakers to be announced

Welcome 
9 – 9.30AM 
WHARF 1 

a short welcome to the conference and some thoughts on the state of industry to kick things off.

Speakers: 
simon burke, equity president 
Introductory speaker to be announced 

International Key Note 
Diversifying the scene on screen  
9.30 – 10:15AM
WHARF 1

are all of our stories being told?  In the united states, the historically underrepresented stories and experiences of  ‘diverse 
communities’ are often invisible in the very media that have served as the most valuable and far-reaching record of our 
culture.

to this end an equal employment opportunity & diversity department was established to directly influence attitudes and 
hiring practices. there’s a long way to go but there’s been some huge leaps forward.  national director adam Moore will 
discuss how the 21st century media can, and must, reflect the world in which we live so that all of our stories are told.

Speaker:
adam Moore, national director, employment opportunities & diversity department, saG-aFtra 

Break: 10:15 – 10:30AM

Casting away the Clichés 
10:30 – 11:30AM
Wharf 1 

Digital Storytelling
10:30 – 11:30AM 
Richard Wherrett Studio

despite positive steps in the right direction a concerning 
proportion of our community are still missing from australian 
screens. Why is this and what can be done about it?

Industry leaders on the frontline will unite for an insightful, 
informative and, most importantly, honest panel discussion 
followed by a Q&a. 
 
Speakers: 
richard Finlayson (director of television,  abc) 
anousha Zarkesh (anousha Zarkesh casting)  
peter andrikidis (Film/tV director)  
Julie Flynn (chief executive officer, Free tV) 
Jay Laga’aia (performer) 

the way audiences consume and engage with entertainment 
has changed radically and this rapid change shows no sign 
of slowing. this presents challenges to the way everyone 
makes a living from their work – but it also presents new 
opportunities for storytelling. 

How can artists fund and create work in the digital age? 
How can you use new tools to tell stories across different 
platforms? Who’s doing it best and what can we learn from 
their experiences?  

Speakers: 
sally o’donoghue (Manager, iview and Internet  
broadcasting, abc tV)  
natasha akib (community builder, start some Good) 
tom uglow, (creative director, Google creative Lab) 
boaz stark (Writer/producer, The Horizon)

Break: 11:30 – 11:45AM
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SUNDAY OCTOBER 26 (continued)
You Can’t Eat Exposure  
11:45AM – 12:45PM
Wharf 1 

The Art of the Audition 
11:45AM – 12:45PM 
Richard Wherrett Studio

Last year Wesley enoch ignited significant debate when he 
said it was “immoral” for theatre companies not to pay actors 
and the issue raised it head again when earlier this year 
professional dancers were offered a paltry sum to work on a 
kylie Minogue music video.

Is working for free an inevitable part of the acting industry? 
When is it unfair and unreasonable to expect a professional to 
work for free? When does exposure become exploitation? 

Speakers: 
Meredith o’riley (performer)  
camilla ah kin (performer)  
dino dimitriadis (director, apocalypse theatre company) 
sam Gaskin (dancer) 
 
Moderator:  
erin James (performer, editor, aussie theatre) 

auditioning is an inevitable part of an actor’s life but the 
process itself – what happens before an actor walks in the 
room and what happens when they leave – often seems 
shrouded in mystery. 

What light can a group of successful casting directors shed 
on the process? How is technology changing the way we 
audition? What is the best advice australia’s leading casting 
directors can give?

Speakers:
nikki barrett (barrett casting)
Greg apps (Greg apps casting)  
kirsty McGregor (kirsty McGregor casting)
 
Moderator: 
amanda bishop (performer)

LUNCH: 12.45 – 1.45PM

Keynote / In conversation 
1:45 – 2:45PM
Wharf 1

speakers to be announced

Break: 2:45 – 3:15PM

Life of a Slashie 
3:15 – 4:15PM 
Wharf 1 

Methods of Approach
3:15 – 4:15PM 
Richard Wherrett Studio

Moving from performer to producer, writer or director – or 
juggling several of these roles at once – can be a steep 
learning curve. 

Meet four performers who are working successfully in 
multiple creative roles. Find out howthey got there and  
what they learnt along the way. 

Speakers:  
claudia karvan (actor/producer)  
Lawrence Leung (comedian /Writer/director)  
Gracie otto (actor/director) 
 
Moderator:  
simon burke (actor/producer) 

From Quintilian to Method, Zeami to suzuki … this panel 
will explore theories of acting, delving into their perceived 
differences and commonalities, the process behind them, 
what they require of the performer, what their ultimate goal 
is, any psychological or physical impact they may have of the 
performer’s health or well-being and how this is dealt with.

Speakers:  
kristine Landon-smith (acting Lecturer, nIda) 
dean carey (creative and Founding director, actors  
centre australia) 
professor Ian Maxwell (dept of performance studies, 
university of sydney)
 
Moderator:  
kim krejus (the actors studio) 

CLOSE
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MONDAY OCTOBER 27 
More speakers to be announced

Keynote / In conversation 
9:30am – 10:30am
Wharf 1 

speakers to be announced 

How to blow up actors, safely 
9:15 – 10:15AM
Richard Wherrett Studio

a panel of stunt professionals who hold decades of experience will discuss their specialised line of work and answer questions 
from the audience. 

How can budding stunt performers can get equity-graded? How do current stunt performers take the next step to 
improving their grading level? How  do you approach the job of a stuntie in a professional, collegiate and safe manner …
plus much more. 

Speakers:
Grant page (stunt coordinator)
dean Gould (stunt coordinator)
Zenda Graves (stunt agent)
Glenn suter (stunt coordinator)
raelene chapman (stunt performer) 
tony Lynch (stunt coordinator/ (stunt training Instructor)

Break: 10:30 – 10:45AM

The Producers 
10:45 – 11:45AM 
Wharf 1 

Women in Theatre
10.45 – 11.45AM 
Richard Wherrett Studio

take a behind the scenes look at the world of screen 
production with some of australia’s top producers.

What is the role of producer, what does the job entail day-to-
day, what is involved on getting a production off the ground… 
and on to the screen, what is the relationship between 
performer and producer, and how can the relationship be as 
fruitful as possible?

Speakers:  
penny chapman (principal, Matchbox pictures) 
John edwards (drama producer, endemol australia)
Mandy chang (commissioning editor, arts - abc tV

Moderator:
simon burke (performer, equity president)

sexism is a long way from a final bow in australian theatre. a 
commitment to a balanced presence of women on our stages 
may appear at first like a risk but to quote our cate – “the 
world is round, people”.

does being female make carving out a successful career more 
challenging? Why do our stages have a lack of females and 
female roles? the question of quota systems is shouted down 
with an assumption that merit goes out the window… is this 
the case?

Speakers:  
kate cherry (artistic director, black swan)  
Lynn Wallis (director of theatre, australia council)  
 
Moderator:
amanda bishop (performer) 

Break: 11:45-12PM
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MONDAY OCTOBER 27 (continued)
Building your Brand 
12:00 – 1PM
Wharf 1 

Making Musical Theatre Magic 
12:00 – 1PM  
Richard Wherrett Studio

How do creative professionals use social media and other 
online tools to market themselves in our digital age? How 
can you reach and engage with new audiences in new ways? 
How you can harness technology to promote yourself and, 
ultimately, get more work.  
 
Speakers: 
Mia Garlick (Head of policy, Facebook australia and  
new Zealand)  
danny keens (Head of Media, twitter australia)  
Jess carrera (publicist, carrera press agency)

Mark Morrissey (Morrissey Management)
 
Moderator: 
Queenie van de Zandt (performer) 

behind the scenes of the wonderful world of musical theatre.  
From big budget blockbuster such as Mary poppins to small-
scale sell-outs like sweet charity. 
 
Speakers:
Lisa campbell (Luckiest productions, Hayes theatre co)
chloe dallimore (performer)

Moderator:
simon burke (equity president, performer)

LUNCH: 1 – 2PM

Fair Play 
2 – 3PM
Wharf 1

The Agent Relationship  
2 – 3PM
Richard Wherrett Studio

australia is known for our ground-breaking, innovative 
storytelling, however our stage industry continues to come 
under fire for being largely dominated by anglo-australian 
stories and actors.

are these criticisms warranted? are our diverse communities 
- people of culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, 
seniors, people with disabilities, and lesbian, gay, bisexual 
and transgender individuals – being represented on our 
stages? 

How do we build a more representative and inclusive stage 
industry? 

Speakers: 
tim roseman (playwriting australia) 
ursula Yovich (actor)  
Josipa draisma (performer, co-creator, the colour blind 
project)
kate Hood (actor) 

Finding an agent and maintaining a productive working 
relationship is vital to any actors’ career.

this panel will explore the actor-agent relationship and give 
you an understanding of how to make this a successful 
working partnership, as well as better understanding of what 
an agent’s role is (and isn’t), and a knowledge of their day-to-
day business.

Speakers: 
sophie Jermyn (sophie Jermyn Management) 
Jules tyler (rMk Voices) 
Mark sheridan (Marquee Management)
 
Moderator:
tina bursill (actor) 

Break: 3 – 3:15PM

Final  
3:15 – 4:00PM

speaker to be announced 

2014 LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD, Presented by Foxtel
Ceremony at Sydney Theatre Company


